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The Honorable Frank R. Lautenberg
Chairman, Subcommittee on Superfund,

Ocean and Water Protection
Committee on Environment and Public Works
United States Senate

The Honorable Richard Ray
Chairman, Environmental Restoration Panel
Committee on Armed Services
House of Representatives

The Honorable John Conyers, Jr.
Chairman, Subcommittee on Legislation

and National Security
Committee on Government Operations
House of Representatives

The Honorable John W. Warner
United States Senate

The Honorable James V. Hansen
House of Representatives

As you requested, 'We reviewed the Department of Defense's (DOD) esti-
mates of the cost to identify and contain or clean up hazardous waste
sites. Specifically, our objectives were to identify (1) the reasons why
tOD has had difficulty developing a reliable estimate and (2) what
efforts 1x)D is making to produce better estimates. We did not prepare
any cost estimates. OoD'S current official cost estimate to clean up its
hazardous waste sites, released in September 1991, is $24.5 billion (1991
dollars). This estimate updates D)D's 1988 estimate with an estimate
range from $8.5 billion to $12.8 billion (1987 dollars), depending on the
extent of the cleanup. DOD's newest estimate is almost double the 1988
estimate.

B ackground ix)) may be responsible for cleaning up hazardous waste that has been
disposed of in sites on (1) active installations, (2) land formerly owned
or used by I DO, or (3) other sites, such as those used by i)01) contractors.
Most of ixo's sites are on active installations. In many cases, an installa-
tion will have more than one site within its boundaries. i)xm's site
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categories include landfills and underground storage tanks, as well as
i)x1)-unique explosive/ordnance disposal areas, and fire training areas.
The size of a site can range from a small storage tank to a large landfill.

Congress enacted the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compen-
sation, and Liability Act, commonly known as Superfund, in 1980. The
act calls for a program to identify inactive hazardous waste disposal
sites and to ensure that remedial actions' are taken by the responsible
parties at each s.te. Federal agencies are subject to the same require-
ments of the act as private entities. Ix)i)'s primary program for iden-
tifying and containing or cleaning up hazardous waste sites is its Instal-
lation Restoration (i) Program. ix)i) has so far identified almost 24.50()
potential hazardous waste sites.

The Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act of 1986 modified
the act, includAhig requirements for the development of criteria to select
a specific cleanup remedy for a site. The Environmental Protection
Agency's implementing regulations outline cleanup requirements, state
and local government participation in the cleanup program, and the pro-
cedures for selection and approval of remedial actions. The Defense
Environmental Restoration Program focuses on identifying and reme-
dying contamination at ix)I) installations. The Ii? Program is the primary
component of the Defense Environmental Restoration Program. It has
three phases designed to assess, study, and contain or ,lean up contami-
nated sites at 1x)r, installations. (See app. I.)

Results in Brief A numibher of factors have affected l)()i's ability to develop a reliable
estimate of hoiw mtuh it will cost to clean up its hazardous waste sites.

These factors include: (1) all the sites that uoi may ultimately have to
clean up may not have been identified, (2) studies to identify what con-
tamination is in the sites have not been completed, (3) some installations
will require more extensive cleanup than anticipated, and (4) timing of
the cleanup is not known and the longer it takes it)!) to begin the
cleanuip. the higher the cost could be. In 1985. iXil's cost estimate ranged
from $5 billion to $10 billion for assessment, studN. and potential
cleanup of 400 to 800 sites. In 1989, one estimate o' I)( I s potential costs
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ranged from $4.2 billion (including 2 years of operation and mainte-
nance costs) to $42.2 billion (including 20 years of operation and mainte-
nance costs) depending on the technology needed. This estimate was for
remedial actions at just over 7,100 sites. The 1985 estimate was based
on limited study and research, while the 1989 estimate was produced to
examine the types of cleanup options available. Some of the other esti-
mates were updates of previous estimates or were based on projected
cleanup costs of individual sites.

DOD's newest cost estimate is $24.5 billion. In developing its estimate,
[X)D has drawn on its experience in study and cleanup activities. In addi-
tion, the services have been actively involved, and DOD has used histor-
ical costs rather than projections in developing its estimate. However,
because DOD is still assessing the cleanup required and identifying more
sites, it is possible that future DOD estimates will be even higher.

Past Cost Estimates Over the years, the estimates to clean up DOD's hazardous waste sites
have increased significantly, mainly because more sites are constantly
being discovered. In addition, different factors have affected the final
estimates. (See app. II.) We reviewed the current $24.5 billion cost esti-
mate and five past cost estimates: two are official DOD estimates; one is
an estimate resulting from a study of cleanup alternatives; and two are
estimates that build on past estimates, which did not result from new
data or study.

. In 1985, DOD estimated the cleanup would cost from $5 billion to
$10 billion. Its estimate was based on the 400 to 800 potential sites
anticipated at the time, even though about 270 of the then-identified
400 sites were still under study.

Accession Fr • In 1988, a DOD contractor estimated the cleanup would cost between
$8.5 billion and $12.8 billion. Its estimate was based on cost projections

NTIS '1 4&I for the next 5 to 7 years for the iR Program. At the time DOD had identi-
DIC TAR fied over 12,000 potential sites for the IR Program.

* In November 1989, DOD estimated the cost would be between $11 billion
and $15 billion (1987 dollars). DOD rounded off the 1988 estimate and

By .. included an estimate for the Rocky Mountain Arsenal.2 By the end of

AW1abl C- -
2

1tockv Motintain Arsenal coddl( he- [)s higgi-st. most epensivv cleanup Litigat ion has ti'e
! o mngoing to determine cost liabilities for haardous waste cleanup al RI 'ky Mountain Arsnal. The

Dist special Army hesitates to release cost information hecau Ise it might influ .ence the outciotme of the litigation
flowever, it wa; willing to say that cleanup 0oulhd cost u1p to $2 billion. Shell Ill Company produced
j[-s ti,'ides at R 'ky Mou ntain Arsenal in the pIast. s) it will x, sharing in the cost of cleaniIp
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fiscal year 1988, however, the number of identified sites had increased
24 percent, to 15,257. At the time, many studies were still incomplete.

" In 1989, a DOD contractor estimated the cost would be between $4.2 bil-
lion and $42.2 billion, depending on the years of operation and mainte-
nance funding covered and the extent and type of cleanup involved. It
used a model it had developed for the Environmental Protection Agency.
The estimate considered about 7,100 sites for remedial actions, but did
not include Rocky Mountain Arsenal or some other sites for which DOD

could be liable. This study was initiated to provide information to envi-
ronmental officials and not to provide a final estimate, according to a
DOD official.

" In May 1990, the Congressional Budget Office converted the 1988 esti-
mate to 1989 dollars, which increased the cost to between $10.4 billion
and $16.3 billion. By the end of fiscal year 1989, however, the number
of sites had increased from fiscal year 1987 by 74 percent, to 21,519.

Reliability of Cost Although DOD's new cost estimate should be more reliable than those
prepared in the past, it will still be limited by at least four important

Estimates factors. First, the estimate may not include all the sites DOD will have to
clean up. It does not include overseas installations or sites at installa-
tions nominated for closure or realignment by the Base Realignment and
Closure Act of 1988. The number of potential sites has doubled since
1987. Although DOD environmental officials do not expect to discover
any new sites requiring extensive cleanup, each new site will require
some investment to assess the extent of contamination and any remedial
action necessary.

Second, most studies of existing sites have not been completed. Of the
almost 7,000 sites identified through 1990 that DOD has determined
require further study, only about 900 studies have been completed.
Third, the longer it takes to complete the studies and necessary remedial
actions, the higher the costs may be. Not only will inflation, which is
likely to occur, cause the costs to increase, but DOD may also have to
clean up the sites to comply with more stringent standards. On the other
hand, advances in technology may offer DOD less expensive technology
for cleanups. Fourth, some installations are requiring more cleanup than
originally anticipated. For example, in fiscal year'1982, McClellan Air
Force Base had identified 46 sites on the installation with an estimated
cleanup cost of $29 million. By fiscal year 1990, it had identified 177
sites and had received $61 million.
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Scope and We interviewed officials responsible for the Installation Restoration Pro-
gram and related environmental issues within each military service. We

Methodology also discussed the program with selected installations to assess the type
and quality of cost data input into the various management information
systems. In addition, we assessed hazardous waste cleanup cost data
available at the agencies responsible for managing the cleanup efforts:
the Army Corps of Engineers; the U.S. Army Toyic and Hazardous
Materials Agency; the Air Force's Environmental Quality Division; and
the Naval Facilities Engineering Command, Environmental Restoration
Division.

We did not determine whether DOD's program to identify and correct
hazardous waste problems is in full compliance with Environmental Pro-
tection Agency regulations.

Our work was done primarily in Washington, D.C., at the Office of the
Secretary of Defense and the services' head.luarters. We conducted our
work from May 1990 through August 1991 in accordance with generally
accepted government auditing standards.

As you requested, we did not obtain official agency comments on this
report. However, we discussed the report with DOD officials and incorpo-
rated their comments where appropriate.

Unless you publicly announce its contents earlier, we plan no further
distribution of the report until 30 days after its issue date. At that time,
we will send copies to appropriate congressional committees; the Secre-
taries of Defense, the Army, the Navy, and the Air Force; and the
Director of the Office of Management and Budget. We also will make
copies available to others upon request.

Please contact me at (202) 275-4268 if you or your staffs have any ques-
tions concerning this report. Other major contributors to this report are
listed in appendix III.

Nancy R. Kingsbury

Direc(tor
Air Force Issues
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Appendix I

DOD's Installation Restoration Program

The Department of Defense (DOD) has several activities underway to
ensure its compliance with environmental regulations. The Defense
Environmental Restoration Program focuses on identifying and reme-
dying contamination at DOD installations. The primary component of the
Defense Environmental Restoration Program is the Installation Restora-
tion (IR) Program. It has three phases designed to assess, study, and
remediate contaminated sites at DOD installations.

The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Lia-
bility Act of 1980 required a program to identify inactive hazardous
waste disposal sites. Later, the Superfund Amendments and
Reauthorization Act of 1986 modified the act and required the develop-
ment of criteria for selecting a specific site cleanup remedy.

Installation Restoration [Do uses its Defense Environmental Restoration Program, established in
1984, to evaluate and clean up contamination at its installations.

Program Components Defense Environmental Restoration Program activities receive most of
their funds from the Defense Environmental Restoration Account appro-
priation.' Defense Environmental Restoration Program funding from
this account has risen from $150 million in fiscal year 1984 to $1.06
billion in fiscal year 1991. In fiscal year 1990, the IR Program received
96 percent of the Defense Environmental Restoration Program funding.
Because X)D allocates most of the Defense Environmental Restoration
Program funding to the IR Program each year, we focused our review on
the in Program.

The original Defense Environmental Restoration Program contained four
components: the mi Program, Other Hazardous Waste Operations,
Building Demolition and Debris Removal, and Hazardous Waste Dis-
posal. However, since 1987, only IR Program and Other Hazardous Waste
Operation activities have been conducted under the program. xn) uses
the it? Program to identify and clean up inactive hazardous waste sites
that are contaminating or have the potential to contaminate the environ-
ment. The program operates at many DOD installations in the United
States and its possessions and territories, but not in foreign countries.
[xi)l is developing a plan to address remedial actions and cleanup for

ii ftense Environmeflt al Rst orat ion Accnir. t oninies n(ee'd noit he ohligateot in I h -year in which they
winrl at'll )r it em aii ' ii K;t('( l halani is iay be ) arneld yevr from year t iyear Acc ioulnt moimes i11st 1w

Ir;ansferred into allother account 'or iise Once transferred, the monies take on the chiaracteritiis of
the new, actolunt '()l r example. ac(olnt niOnis transferred tot he iqwratiion and maintenance aec(1iiit'
tho imc 1 -year hinds Monies not spivn in the -illotted timne (by the nd 4 the fiscal year in the atwe
ixamitle i wilt h retur mnd to t hi l efens, Environmental Restoration Account according to Itim
offi( ial
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environmental problems caused by past activities at overseas
installations.

The IR Program has three phases: Preliminary Assessment/Site Inspec-
tion, Remedial Investigation/Feasibility Study, and Remedial Design/
Remedial Action.

1. Preliminary Assessment/Site Inspection: This is the initial phase of
the IR Program. The preliminary assessment is a study of the entire
installation to determine if any contamination exists that may pose
hazards to health or the environment. It identifies what potential haz-
ardous substances were used or are used on the installation. Once poten-
tial problem areas are identified, the installation uses the site inspection
to determine the existence of actual contamination.

2. Remedial Investigation/Feasibility Study: This phase includes sam-
pling and analytical activities to determine the nature, extent, and sig-
nificance of the contamination, as well as any risk to the general
population. Concurrently with the investigation, feasibility studies are
conducted to evaluate the cleanup alternatives for the site.

3. Remedial Design/Remedial Action: After appropriate federal and
state regulatory officials agree with DOD on cleanup actions, they draw
up and implement detailed cleanup plans. Remedial Design/Remedial
Action may be followed by site operations, maintenance, and long-term
monitoring or treatment (referred to as long-term operation and mainte-
nance costs by DOD).

For the remainder of this report we will refer to these phases as assess-
ment, study, and remedial action, respectively.

The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Lia-
bility Act requires the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to estab-
lish criteria for setting priorities among all sites needing remedial action,
including DOD's. Sites that score high on EPA'S evaluation system are
nominated for EPA's National Priorities List. DOD has 95 active installa-
tion sites and 11 formerly owned or used sites on the list.

1)O1) Hazardous Waste Identifying the number of sites requiring action is an important first
step in estimating total cleanup costs. DOD hazardous waste has been dis-

'Sites posed of in sites on (1) active installations, (2) land formerly owned or
used by wO)), or (3) disposal sites never owned by DOD. Most of DOD's sites
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are on active installations. As of September 1990 (the latest information
available when we did our review), DOD had identified almost 17,500
potential sites on active installations. D)oD has also identified 6,980
potential sites on land once owned or used and is a potentially respon-
sible party on 185 sites on land where its hazardous waste was disposed
of. Each site must go through each phase of the IR Program until DOD, in
coordination with federal and/or state regulatory officials, determines
that the site requires no further action. When a site requires no further
action, the officials believe the site does not pose a hazard to health or
the environment, based on existing criteria. This decision can be made
during any phase.

By the end of fiscal year 1990, DOD had completed remedial actions on
only 296 sites. These sites tend to be small, less complicated sites, such
as underground storage tanks. Another 1,191 lites had remedial actions
underway. Cleanup actions have begun at 83 of the 95 DOD active instal-
lation sites on the National Priorities List, although cleanup has not been
completed at any sites as of July 1991.

Active Installation Sites As of September 1990, i)xa has identified 17,482 potential hazardous
waste sites on about 1,900 active installations in the United States, its
territories, and possessions. About 40 percent of these sites required
further study, as shown in figure 1. 1. ix)D determined that about 40 per-
cent of the sites pose no hazard to public health or the environment,
based on existing criteria, and required no further action. LD)D is uncer-
tain whether the remaining 20 percent tf the sites will require further
study.

Page 10 GAO/NSIAD-92437 Hazardous Waste
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Figure 1.1: Status of IR Program at Active
Installations (Fscal Years '1987 Tl-rough 19500 Number ot Sites
1990)
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Of the active installation sites requiring further study, noD projected
that about 60) percent will require somel type of remedial action.

Formerly Owned or Used For- contaminated or potentially contaminated sites on land DO)D Once

Sites owned or used, i)nt has assessed 2,369 of 6,980) sites (34 percent). About
1,.600( sites have beenl found vligible 'for its cleanup program. About
80) percent of these eligible sites %% ill require some sort of remedial or
remov'al act ion, according to DO!) projections.

- tl alt sit"' in torriiwrl. o%%ed o-iivd hind are eligible for restoration under this program. Infor-
malt iii 'n t hi irigill of theo 'ut ill I at ]on. ctirrent ownfership. and any land transfers must txe
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Other Non-DOD Sites A number of sites are being identified where DOD may be a responsible
party. These sites, referred to as third party sites, are generally sites
never owned by DOD, but where EOD hazardous waste was disposed of.
Under Superfund requirements, anyone who puts hazardous waste in a
site, directly or indirectly, is subject to paying part or all of the cleanup
costs if the environment is contaminated. Therefore, DOD could be liable
for cleaning up all or part of these sites. As of July 1991, 185 sites are
involved.

The Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Years 1990 and 1991 tasks DOD

to "develop and maintain a comprehensive database on environmental
activitie" and to submit a comprehensive report on its long-range
environmental challenges and goals. The report is due November 1991.
According to one DOD official, the report will cover a broad range of
environmental issues, including the department's estimate of the costs
of hazardous waste cleanups at both U.S. and overseas installations. One
DOD official told us that the preliminary report draft includes only an
estimate for the Defense Environmental Restoration Program and a
figure for overseas installations in the hazardous waste section. How-
ever, the overseas installations information was not gathered in the
same systematic or in-depth manner as the U.S. installations informa-
tion was gathered.
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Cost Estimates to Clean Up Hazardous
Waste Sites

DOD'S procedures for developing cost estimates has improved over the
years as it has gathered more data about hazardous waste cleanup. In
the past, estimates varied considerably. In 1985, DOD estimated that the
total cleanup costs would range between $5 billion and $10 billion. By
1988 DOD's official estimate ranged from $8.5 billion to $12.8 billion
(1987 dollars), depending on the extent of cleanup and treatment or
monitoring necessary. DOD'S newest IR Program estimate is almost double
the 1988 estimate at $24.5 billion (1991 dollars) for known sites.

A number of factors have affected DOD's ability to develop a reliable
estimate of how much it will cost to clean up its hazardous waste sites.
These factors include: (1) all the site. that DOD may ultimately have to
clean up may not have been identified, (2) studies to identify what con-
tamination is in the sites have not been completed, (3) some installations
will require more extensive cleanup than anticipated, and (4) timing of
the cleanup is not known and the longer it takes DoD to begin the
cleanup, the higher the cost could be.

Wide Range of Cost [ot officials credit three factors for the increasing cleanup cost esti-
mates: (1) the number of potential sites to examine is growing (see

Estimates fig. 1. 1), (2) better data are available as more assessments and studies
are completed, and (3) state and federal standards are becoming stricter.
We reviewed six estimates of DOD costs: three are official DOD estimates;
one is an estimate resulting from a DoD-initiated study of cleanup alter-
natives; and two are estimates that build on past estimates, which did
not result from new data or study. Table 11. 1 compares the coverage of
past cleanup cost estimates for DOD.
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Table 11.1: Comparison of Cost Estimates
for DOD Hazardous Waste Site Cleanup Dollars in billions
(Then-Year Dollars) . November

Component/year 1985 1988 1989 1989 1990 1991
Estimate range $5-10 $8.5-1 8 $11-15 $42-422 $10.4-16,8 $245
Active installations X Y Y Y Y Y

Formerly owned or
usedland Y Y N Y Y

Th:rd party Y Y N Y

Rocky Mountain
Arsenal N Y N N Y

All phases Y Y N Y Y

Operation &
maintenance
(years) 2 2 2-20 2 10

Key
Y specifically mentioned as covered
N specifically mentoned as not covered

X covered, but not separated out
. unknown

In 1985, o)D estimated it would cost $5 billion to $10 billion to clean up
all hazardous waste sites, but one DOD official referred to the estimate as
"back-of-the-envelope" because it was not based on extensive research
or analysis. This estimate, provided to Congress in DOD's testimony
before the Subcommittee on Military Construction, House Committee on
Appropriations, was based on the cost to study and clean up about 400
to 800 potential hazardous waste sites identified by DOD at that time.
According to DOiD's Director of Environmental Policy, at the time the
estimate was prepared DA)D was uncertain of the figure because the
agency still had about 270 sites in the study phase.

Subsequently, DX)D contracted with the Mitre Corporation to prepare an
estimate based on research and analysis. In 1988, Mitre estimated it
would cost between $8.5 billion and $12.8 billion (1987 dollars) to com-
plete the IR Program. Because most of DOD's data consisted of projections
for the next 5 to 7 years, the contractor used various methods to extra-
polate and supplement the cost data to project a total DOD cost to com-
plete the program. The contractor did not independently develop and/or
verify any cost information. Estimated costs for site operations, mainte-
nance, and long-term monitoring were included for 2 years only.
Although Mitre identified the cost by installation rather than by site, the

'At the time of the study. the ,efense Environmental Restoration Account was usMd for costs for site

oIerations, maintenance, and long-term monitoring for 2 years. Currently. the account (an be used for
tip to Itt years of tlhves( osts: funding after 1t years must be provided by other X)D )sources.
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final cost range included all active sites, formerly owned or used sites,
and third party sites, but excluded Rocky Mountain Arsenal. In its
Defense Environmental Restoration Program annual report for fiscal
year 1987, DOD had identified 12,342 potential sites, including active
installations and formerly owned or used sites.

In November 1989, the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense (Environ-
ment) estimated that DOD's cleanup costs would be between $11 billion
and $15 billion (1987 dollars). He also stated that the total funding
requirement was uncertain because many studies were still not com-
pleted. According to DOD officials, this estimate was the 1988 study's
figures rounded plus an estimate for the Rocky Mountain Arsenal. How-
ever, by the end of fiscal year 1988, the number of potential sites identi-
fied by DOD had increased to 15,257, or about a 24-percent increase from
fiscal year 1987.

The Congressional Budget Office, in its May 1990 report, converted
Mitre's 1988 estimate to 1989 dollars, which increased the range to
between $10.4 and $16.8 billion. However, simply factoring in inflation
did not provide a reliable cost estimate because by fiscal year 1989, the
number of potential sites had increased by about 74 percent, from
12,342 to 21,519.

In 1989, CH2M Hill, a contractor, developed an estimate using a model it
had developed for ERA 3 years earlier. The estimate used 7,135 sites, the
number CH2M Hill had projected would require remedial actions in the
future. The estimate included only the cost to clean up sites or otherwise
complete a designated remedial action. It did not include the costs to
assess or study the sites as did previous estimates. In 1988 dollars, the
estimate ranged from (1) $4.2 billion for solutions relying on contain-
ment (little or no treatment) and 2 years of treatment and monitoring
costs to (2) $42.2 billion for high technology remedial actions2 and 20
years of treatment and monitoring costs. This estimate range did not
include Rocky Mountain Arsenal, sites on formerly owned or used
properties, or any estimate of costs due to third party site actions. DOD
does not consider it an official estimate because the study was not initi-
ated to update the 1988 Mitre study. This study was done to provide an
analysis of alternatives for cleanup. It was meant to provide working
information for environmental officials.

IThe contractor defineid high technology remedial actions aLs those that reduce volume, toxicity,
mobility: arn permanent, on-site -4 Iitions: and involve new or innovative technology.
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(ost Estimates to Clean Up Hazardous
Waste Sites

DOD's Newest Cost A ix)D contractor prepared an updated cleanup cost estimate for its if?
Program. In the report, ioi) estimates that it will spend $24.5 billion

Estimate (1f))I dollars) to study and remedy, where necessary, all previously
identified potential sites, which number almost 24.500.

1)01) officials believe the estimate will be more reliable than previous
estimates. They have had more experience with study and cleanup
activities. ix)D has more data than when the 1988 estimate was devel-
oped. In 1988, very few studies or remedial actions had been completed.
Also, DoD has been placing greater emphasis on the data in the data base
because they are used to prepare budget submissions and the Defense
Environmental Restoration Program Annual Report to Congress. Also,
this time the services were more closely involved in the study to provide
guidance to the contractor and resolve any differences in the way each
service compiled its data. For example, the contractor and the services
chose the type of D()D sites most likely to require remedial action and

typical characteristics of each type of site (e.g., the average size). The
contractor used several important methods and assumptions in building
the estimate. The estimate covers only currently known sites, excluding
installations overseas or nominated for realignment or closure under the
Base Realignment and Closure Act of 1988. Historical costs for assess-
ments and studies as well as operation and maintenance cost estimates
for 10 years were used. After that time, the services must fund those
activities with other funds. The contractor used EhN's computer model to
estimate cost of remedial actions for different types of sites.

IR Program costs for installations overseas or nominated for realignment
or closure in 1988 are covered separately. DOD is developing a plan to
address remedial actions and cleanup for environmental problems
caused by past activities at overseas installations. These installations
are not included in the IR Program. Cleanup costs for installations to be
closed or realigned in the Base Realignment and Closure Act of 1988
have an exclusive source of funding-the Department of Defense Base
Closure Account 1990. DOD'S .July 1991 estimate of the cost to complete
Defense Environmental Restoration Program activities at these installa-
tions is about $710 million.

Installations recommended for closure or realignment in July 1991 by
the Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission are not funded
exclusively by the Closure Account, and therefore, were included in
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[X)[) s current estimate. D)D has used some Defense Environmental Resto-
ration Account funds for remedial action activities on these installa-
tions. X)D estimated that it will require over $2.5 billion:' from fiscal
year 1992 until the completion of the Defense Environmental Restora-
tion Program activities at these installations. The majority of the
funding for the 1991 closure or realignment installations will come from
the Defense Environmental Restoration Account for fiscal years 1992
and 1993, according to one lx)f) estimate. DOD estimated it will require a
total of $546 million for fiscal years 1992 and 1993 from the Defense
Environmental Restoration Account and about $50 million from other
sources.

Some of the installations recently nominated for closure or realignment
have significant pollution problems; 14 installations-9 nominated for
closure and 5 nominated for realignment-are on EPA'S National Priori-
ties List. Two of the installations nominated by the Commission for
realignment have two National Priorities List sites each.

To date the cost of the ii; Program has been small compared to what it
could be in the future. There has been relatively little requirement for
cleanup funds so far. From fiscal years 1984 to 1990, the Defense Envi-
ronmental Restoration Account was appropriated $2.7 billion, of which
$2.3 billion went to the In Program. Of that $2.3 billion, about $465 mil-
lion (1991 dollars) was used for remedial actions; the balance was spent
to assess and study identified hazardous waste sites. DOD projects that
$18.9 billion of its current $24.5 billion estimate (almost 78 percent) will
be used for remedial actions and corresponding monitoring or treatment.

The study phase of the u? Program continues, and as it does, the outlays
will continue to be relatively small. According to figures in the latest
draft estimate and report, D)OD expects that remedial actions will cost
between 8 and 12 times more per site than the study phase. Therefore,
when in Program sites move further into the remedial action or cleanup
phase, annual outlay requirements will likely increase significantly.

Problems in Projecting Although IX)) has better data for estimating cleanup costs than it did
5 years ago, the reliability of the estimates are still constrained by sev-DOD Cleanup Costs eral important factors. These factors include: (1) all the sites that fX)D
may ultimately have to clean up may not have been identified,

"Not inciIded in this ..stimate was cost to cormjleti, estimates beyond fiscal year ) q93 for Army
realignment installations
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(2) studies to identify what contamination is in the sites have not been
completed, (3) some installations will require more extensive cleanup
than anticipated, and (4) timing of the cleanup is not known and the
longer it takes i)no to begin the cleanup, the higher the cost will be.

Fhe scope of the newest estimate represents only a subset of all rx)Dn sites
to be studied and perhaps remedied in the future. It covers only cur-
rently known sites. No estimate of the number or cost of potential future
sites was included. Also, installations overseas or nominated for realign-
ment or closure in 1988 are not included in the estimate. This estimate
does not represent ixw )Is full potential cleanup liability.

The number of sites at active installations has doubled since 1988. The
number of new sites increased by almost 3,000 in fiscal year 1988, by
almost 6,300 sites in fiscal year 1989 and by about 3,000 in fiscal year
1990. Even though the rate of increase slowed last year, the increase is
still significant. Although r)n environmental officials do not expect to
discover any new sites requiring extensive cleanup, each site will
require some action to assess the extent of contamination and any reme-
dial action necessary.

The contents of many hazardous waste sites are unknown, as most
studies are still in progress. As of September 1990, 13 percent of the
studies have been completed, 65 percent are underway, and 22 percent
are planned for the future. To date, the average amount of time ixn has
taken to study its National Priorities List sites is about 4 years per site.
Many of these site studies are not completed and some have been in pro-
gress for over 6 years. In fact, some sites are still in the assessment
phase. As of September 30, 1990, almost 20 percent of the sites were in
this phase, with assessments underway or scheduled in the future. Since
the studies have not been completed. it is not always easy to predict the
cleanup technology necessary for a site. Therefore, it is difficult to pre-
dict the cost of remedial actions.

McClellan Air Force Base and Aberdeen Proving Ground provide two
examples of cleanups requiring more extensive efforts than originally
planned. In November 1983, we reported, that Ix)r's IR Program work at
McClellan Air Force Base had identified two major areas of concern.
First, additional work was needed to clean up a small polychlorinated
biphenyl site. Second, a major groundwater monitoring effort on and off

1,1flti of Air Force Efforts to Deal W With ( ro indwater ('oitamni t ion l'rhlinis at M e mhilan Air
','cv lKcv NSIAI)- - '17. \ox 2!. I
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base was needed because the upper aquifer under the base had been
contaminated. The study phase identified 46 sites needing cleanup with
an estimated cost of around $29 million.

however, as further IR Program work was continued at McClellan, it was
determined that not only had the upper aquifer been contaminated, but
the contamination had also migrated lower. In addition, the number of
sites with contamination and resulting cleanup required increased. In its
1991 annual report, IX)) stated that McClellan was listed on EP'S
National Priorities List with 177 sites needing cleanup. With the addi-
tional contamination and number of sites, the we Program funding to
date for McClellan is $61 million.

In April 1985, we reported , that the Army had identified six contamina-
tion sites at Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland, and that only four of
those had been scheduled for study. As further work was completed at
the base, additional contamination was found and, by the end of fiscal
year 1988, the number of sites needing assessment increased to 178. In
1990, Aberdeen Proving Ground was placed on E:RA'S National Priorities
List with 57 sites in the study phase.

1x)i's latest cost estimate assumes that the ii? Program will run through
2011, with all the studies completed by 1996. However, almost 90 per-
cent of the ii? Program studies still have to be completed. After com-
pleting the assessment phase on over 95 percent of its 17,482 potential
active installation sites, in)D has identified almost 7,000 such sites that
require further study. Of these sites scheduled for study, slightly over
900 have been completed. If the studies extend beyond 1996, inflation
and( changing regulatory standards could drive the ultimate cost of
cleanup higher. On the other hand, advancing technology could affect
the length of remedial actions, in addition to increasing or decreasing the
price of remedial actions further in the future. New technologies could
increase the ability to measure contaminants, thus some cleanups may
have to comply with tougher standards than originally anticipated. The
cost of cleanup and the time necessary could increase if the standards
are tougher. On the other hand, technological devehpments may pro-
vide faster and/or better cleanup possibilities that cost less. Either way.
EP,. state, and local regulations and standards are continuing to change,
usually becoming tougher. The longer cleanup is delayed, the more likely
a site will have to be cleaned up to stricter standards than anticipated.

' Effi .4 , t( ( 'lean I'pI Il l-I) 4' H. 11( I Ui\. I azardl, i Wastf, )p. I .'al Sjte I( A( NNI A! -55-4 1.

Apr 12. 1985)
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